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ABSTRACT

In the field of robotics, a major challenge is achieving high levels of autonomy with small vehicles that have limited mass and power budgets. The main motivation for designing such small vehicles is that, compared to their larger counterparts, they have the potential to be safer, and hence be available and work together in large numbers. One of the key components in micro robotics is efficient software design to optimally utilize the computing power available. This paper describes the computer vision and control algorithms used to achieve autonomous flight with the ∼30-gram tailless flapping wing robot, used to participate in the IMAV 2018 indoor micro air vehicle competition. Several tasks are discussed: line following, and circular gate detection and fly-through. The emphasis throughout this paper is on augmenting traditional techniques with the goal to make these methods work with limited computing power while obtaining robust behaviour.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a growing interest in developing autonomous micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) due to their agility and inherent safety. However, limited on-board processing and sensory information still pose a challenge for the real-time robot operations in a complex environment.

A primary role in the attitude and position determination of MAVs is played by accelerometers, gyroscopes, inertial measurement units (IMU) and global positioning system (GPS). Unfortunately, the mentioned sensors tend to be noisy and drift with time. In indoor environments position information can be also obtained from motion tracking systems like Vicon or OptiTrack. Although these systems are highly accurate, they are not feasible for larger spectrum of applications. As an alternative, an on-board camera can be utilized to complement state estimation.

In many applications, stereo vision system is preferred due to depth measurements that do not suffer from scaling ambiguity. However, a single camera is lighter and requires less power than two cameras. Especially, when it comes to MAVs, lightweight and power efficient solutions are the most desirable.

Monocular visual servoing has a great potential that is currently exploited by many researchers [1, 2, 3, 4]. In [5], desired heading of a drone flying indoors is established based on longitudinal lines. In a similar fashion [6] makes use of line correspondence using images of a corridor and window to calculate the position and heading of a MAV. The paper [7] applies visual servoing to power lines inspection, where guidance of drone relies on extracted information from images with linear features. Alternatively, [2] discusses position control for MAVs using circular landmark. Here, camera pose estimation is based on a geometric approach and derived from an epipolar appearance of a circle in a perspective projection.

In this paper, we present a monocular vision based approach for visual servoing tasks such as line following and precise flight through a set of increasingly small hoops. We propose simple algorithms to perform these flight elements that reduce computational effort and enhance robustness. Our main contribution is an implementation of those strategies on a flapping wing MAV with limited on-board processing and sensory information. Finally, we demonstrate autonomous flight capabilities of the MAV in the indoor competition of the International Micro Air Vehicle Conference and Competition (IMAV2018).

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1 The DelFly Nimble

The vehicle used in the competition was the DelFly Nimble [8], the latest flapping wing MAV developed within the DelFly project [9]. Compared to its predecessors, which were stabilized and controlled by a tail with conventional control surfaces [10, 11], the Nimble is a tail-less design. The flapping wings are thus not only used to generate sufficient lift and thrust. The vehicle is, similar to insects, controlled by adjustments of the motion of the individual wings.

The tailless concept has many advantages over tailed designs. It allows for fully controlled hovering flight as well as flight in any direction: up/down, left/right or forward/backward. This opens up new possibilities in autonomous flight of FWMAVs. Unlike the tailed autonomous DelFly versions [12, 13], the vehicle can fly sideways e.g. to align itself with the center of a window before flying through it. It can also stop and turn around, when reaching a dead end,
which was not possible before as the tailed vehicles needed to maintain a minimal forward velocity to stay airborne.

For the competition, we equipped the Delfly Nimble with the VL53L0X range sensor and a custom built mono-camera system, which uses the same hardware as the stereo vision system of the Delfly Explorer [11]. The VL53L0X is a Time-of-Flight (ToF) laser-ranging module providing absolute distance measurement up to 2m. The sensor weighs only 0.54 gram. The custom-made camera module with STM32F405 processor for onboard vision processing weighs 2g and reaches a clock-speed of 168 MHz with 192 kb of RAM. Together both lightweight sensors allowed us to carry out flight tests with height estimation and shape recognition. Finally, an ESP8266 ESP09 WiFi module was installed to provide a bi-directional datalink. This was invaluable during the testing, as it provided live telemetry and allowed online tuning of the various control parameters.

Figure 1: DelFly Nimble tailless flapping wing MAV configured for the IMAV 2019 competition.

The final vehicle configuration, with a total weight of 29.92 g, is in Figure 1. The camera system was mounted via a thin metal strip, which allowed to manually adjust the camera angle according to the task needs. For the line following task, the camera angle was chosen in a trade-off between more information about the future or close to the vehicle. If we point the camera more up, we can look further into the future, but the area close to the DelFly is not visible anymore. For the circle detection task, the camera is placed such that it is looking straight forward. This, in effect, is dependent on the speed at which we fly, as the pitch angle changes with velocity. Because the vehicle was most of the time operated at slow forward flight, the laser range sensor, placed at the bottom of the vehicle, was oriented to point down and slightly forward (~ 15 degrees) with respect to the vertical body axis.

2.2 Control of a flapping-wing MAV

2.2.1 Attitude stabilization

Tailless flapping wing MAVs are, like multicopters, inherently unstable and require active attitude stabilization. For this, the vehicle was equipped with an open-source STM32F4-based Lisa/MXS autopilot² running the open-source Paparazzi UAV autopilot system³. The autopilot board was mounted on a soft-mount consisting of PU foam blocks in order to prevent saturation of the on-board 6DOF IMU (MPU 6000) signals. The attitude was stabilized by a standard PD controller with additional low pass filtering, more details can be found in reference [8]. Although no magnetometer was present, the drift of the estimated heading was relatively slow and would typically be just a few degrees over the time needed to complete the competition task. Moreover, in the tasks like line following, the vehicle controls its heading relative to the line direction and an accurate absolute heading was thus not needed.

2.2.2 Height control

Although the autopilot board is equipped with a barometric pressure sensor, this sensor alone proved to be insufficient for precise height control. Even in ideal indoor conditions, the vehicle did oscillate more than ±0.5 m from the set point. Thus, for height estimation we have fused the pressure reading with the laser ranger reading using a complementary filter. Namely, the absolute laser ranger reading was given a high weight. This weight was lowered when very high climb/descend rates were seen by the laser, typically when flying over an obstacle. In such situation, more trust was given to the pressure sensor. Finally, only low-pass filtered pressure based estimate was used when no valid laser measurements were available, e.g. when the floor reflection was insufficient, or when the vehicle got out of the laser sensor range.

The laser ranger worked reliably up to 1.5 m on the multiple floor surfaces where we were testing prior to leaving to the competition in Australia. Unfortunately, as we have noticed at the competition site, the sensor does not work in direct sunlight (high IR light content). And, it also does not work well on tarmac (an unexpected floor material of the indoor competition), which does not reflect enough light back. Thus, we were forced to use wind shades to limit the amount of sunlight and covered the floor with blankets that would reflect the IR light.

In order to maintain a leveled flight we are using a PI control to minimize the error between the desired and measured height. Furthermore, because the demand for throttle level increases as the battery discharges, the altitude controller included also a battery-level dependent feed-forward control.

²https://wiki.paparazziuav.org/wiki/Lisa/MXS_v1.0
³http://wiki.paparazziuav.org/
Based on measurements in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Throttle level at near hover against battery voltage; experiment (blue) and linear fit (red).](image)

In forward flight, flapping wing MAVs generate additional lift due to a change in body posture and the oncoming airflow, where the wing surface acts as an airfoil. Thus, higher pitch angles require less throttle in order to achieve the same lift force. These flapping-wing-specific coupling effects were characterized while flying in a wind tunnel [14] (Figure 3) and were accounted for in the feed-forward controller in the form of a cubic fit.

### 2.3 Competition Tasks

The competitions were focused around topics like aircraft efficiency and innovative designs, light and small MAVs, autonomy and image processing. The indoor mission accommodated a flight through windows, hoops, and following a predetermined flight path. The detailed map of the indoor competition is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Indoor competition map.](image)

In this paper we will focus on two tasks: line following and precise flight through a set of increasingly small hoops. To complete the first task the MAV had to follow the rope all the way to the end and navigate around obstacles. The rope used during the challenge had high contrast against the floor. The obstacles were represented as green poles fixed in dark blue buckets. The second task was performed in the wind tunnel test section. Five hoops of different sizes, starting with largest, and getting smaller were placed in equal distances. Points were awarded for each hoop flown through. The mission could have been carried out in various wind conditions. Due to limited gust rejection capabilities of our platform the decision was made to fly without wind. The final setup of the indoor competition is shown in Figure 5.

### 3 Line Following

The goal of this task is to follow a line in an unknown environment. The line can have any shape or curvature which makes accurate line following essential. A test setup was created in TU Delft’s Cyberzoo, depicted in Figure 6.
3.1 Perception

This was a best case scenario, as the 'line' is of uniform colour and much thicker than what is expected in the competition.

3.1.1 Segmentation

The fact that the colour of the line is known can be used to our advantage. The least computationally expensive method to determine line position is to do straightforward per-pixel segmentation. However, segmentation of the entire image would be too heavy for the on-board processor and would result in low frame rates [15]. Sub-sampling is used to reduce the computational effort, resulting in a set of pixels that lie on the line. This set of pixels is the starting point for the algorithms considered.

3.1.2 Centroid

As the DelFly Nimble had never been flown autonomously before, the team started off by implementing a straightforward strategy. One of the most straightforward ways to perform the task utilizes the centroid of the line. The coordinates of this centroid in the image frame can then be used as an input for the control system.

Various subsampling methods have been considered, being 1) selecting an upper or lower fraction of the image, 2) selecting evenly spaced or randomly selected rows along the image and 3) using randomly selected pixels over the entire image. All lead to similar results, but the third strategy seems to be the best approach, as every pixel gets the same chance to land in the subset. That is, in theory, the resulting set of points is most representative of the real world.

Even though this algorithm is relatively simple, it already led to promising results. The DelFly Nimble was able to follow the circle fully autonomously. The main shortcoming here was that even though the DelFly would follow the circle, tight corners would cause the system to stop tracking the line. The reason for this is that once a large portion of a turn enters the camera’s field of view (FOV), the position of the centroid becomes a less ideal control input. Figure 7 shows a curve in the line as an example, where the vehicle is tempted to steer into the curve due to the c.g. position. This will result in this corner to be 'cut', that is, the vehicle will stop flying directly over the line. Considering the obstacles surrounding the line, accurately following of the line will be essential.

3.1.3 Line fit

The centroid-based approach was demonstrated to be a first functional algorithm, while a more accurate algorithm was desired. Until now we have been looking at the centroid only, while more information of the line would be beneficial. Ideally, we would want to know the position and orientation of the line directly beneath the vehicle and translate that to yaw and roll commands. In that way, the vehicle is flying...
section allows the MAV to perform precise flight through a set of increasingly small hoops. A test setup was created in TU Delft’s Cyberzoo, depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Graphical depiction of error terms used for line following control.

Figure 9: Flight through hoops - test setup.

4 Flight through and detection of circular gates

Algorithms described in this section allow the MAV to perform precise flight through a set of increasingly small hoops. A test setup was created in TU Delft’s Cyberzoo, depicted in Figure 9.

4.1 Perception

To detect the gates, we find circles in the image using a probabilistic Hough transform based on the bisector between pixel pairs. The Hough transform provides robustness against segmentation errors (for instance by uneven lighting) and against errors in the shape of the gates, while the probabilistic sampling keeps the method computationally lightweight.

Pixels are randomly sampled from the image; YUV color thresholding is then used to test whether these pixels belong
to the gate or the background. Only pixels belonging to the gate are considered for further processing. The thresholds were tuned conservatively, as only a small number of inliers is required to locate the gate in the image while false positives are likely to degrade the result.

We use the bisector between pixel pairs to find the midpoint of the gate. For all pairs of pixels lying on a circular gate, their bisector should intersect the gate’s midpoint. This is used as follows: each time a new gate pixel is found, it is paired with all previously found pixels. For each new pair of pixels, the bisector is constructed and all accumulator bins along this line are incremented (Figure 10). This procedure is repeated until a fixed number of pixels is sampled; we sample 20 pixels, leading to a total of 190 bisectors. Once enough pixel pairs have been evaluated, the bin with the highest inlier count is selected as the gate’s midpoint \((x_g, y_g)\).

![Figure 10: Circular gate detection using the probabilistic Hough transform. Top: input image with the sampled pixels highlighted in red and the detected gate shown in white. An example bisector between two sampled pixels is shown in yellow. Bottom: the accumulator belonging to this image. Brighter pixels indicate a higher likelihood of the gate’s midpoint lying at that position; the bin highlighted in red has the highest inlier count and is selected as the gate’s midpoint. The example bisector is also overlaid on the accumulator and is shown to intersect the gate’s midpoint.](image)

Estimation of the gate’s radius was deliberately left out of the Hough transform to reduce the size of the accumulator. The accumulator was also made four times smaller than the input image to further reduce memory consumption and processing time. Instead of estimating the radius during the Hough transform, we perform this in a later stage where the median distance between the estimated midpoint and a small number (11) of inlier pixels is used to measure the gate’s apparent radius or aperture \(\beta_g\).

### 4.2 Control

We run a very simple iterative algorithm to localize our position along the tunnel \((\rho)\) using the predefined location \((D_g)\) and width \((w_g)\) of the gates. When we start the flight attempt, we reinitialize the localization algorithm at an assumed start distance from the first gate. We use two estimates to update our estimated position, the first based on odometry and the second on the perceived location of the gates.

The odometry estimate is obtained using the estimated vehicle air speed generated by a linear transform \((c)\) from the vehicle pitch angle \(v_{est} = c\theta\). \(c\) was identified as -0.049 by performing a simple line fit through the measured pitch and speed using a motion tracking system as ground truth. Due to the relatively large profile drag of the DelFly at small pitch angles, this linear transform is generally quite accurate. If we assume no external drafts, we can equate the vehicle air speed and its ground speed.

The identified angular aperture of the gate obtained from the perception algorithm described earlier, is used to generate a relative position estimate to the gates. There is, however, an ambiguity as to which gate was identified. To address this, we compute the estimated metric distance to each gate given the size of each gate and the identified angular size. Given our current estimate of the position computed using our odometry estimate \((\tilde{p}(t)) = p(t-1) + c\theta t\) and the gate positions from our map, we extract the gate index which result in the smallest estimation error.

\[
i = \arg\min(D - w_g \tan(\beta_g/2) - \tilde{p})
\]

Now that we know which gate we are looking at, we use the estimation error to update our position estimate with a filter using a discount factor \(\alpha = 0.25\).

\[
p(t) = \tilde{p}(t) + (D(i) - w_g(i)\tan(\beta_g/2) - \tilde{p}(t)) * \alpha
\]

We then set our desired lateral and vertical position for the control system which drive the vehicle roll and thrust respectively. The body pitch is kept constant to have constant forward airspeed.

\[
Lat_{sp} = w_g(i)\frac{\beta_g}{2} x_g
\]

The height set-point is computed as:

\[
h_{sp} = h + w_g(i)\frac{\beta_g}{2} y_g
\]
5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented augmented versions of traditional computer vision and control algorithms. With these, we participated in the 2018 International Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) competition with the DelFly Nimble. First of all, robust flight of the platform was assured, by implementing attitude stabilization and battery level dependent height control. Then, we demonstrated how a second order line fit was performed using a sub-sampling method, which was then used to control roll and yaw. Finally, flight through and detection of circular gates in a tunnel was discussed. A probabilistic Hough transform in conjunction with a position estimate was used to control the vehicle.

With these algorithms we could now, for the first time, run several non-trivial perception tasks on the DelFly Nimble. In a further iteration of the algorithms, increased robustness should be the main focus, to allow for application in more challenging environments. For example, the control algorithms can be altered to work better in outdoor environments and a higher dynamic range in the camera would be desirable.

Even though novel algorithms could further improve mission capabilities, we believe that more computing power is necessary for increasingly autonomous flight with such limited power and weight budgets. Custom SoC (System on Chip) design with accelerators specific to the application have the potential to enhance the autonomous capabilities of flapping wing MAVs.
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